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Abstract. An account is given of the interplay between the various mechanismsresponsible
for the generation of waves. When the phase speed c of the waves is much less than the wind
speed U, the resonancemechanismassociatedwith the atmosphericturbulence pressurefluctua-

tionsprovidesa triggerfor the instability (or sheltering)mechanism,and the rate of growth of the.
spectraldensity at a given frequencyincreasesfrom a linear to an exponentialfunction of time.
The consequences
of this transition from one mode to another are discussedin the light of the
available experimentalevidence,and somepredictionsare made about the directional distribution
of the low-frequencycomponentsof the spectrum.For frequenciesfor which c = U, the energy
is gained from the wind largely by the mechanismof resonance.The directional properties of
these componentsare characteristicallydifferent: they display maxima at angles cos-• c/U to
the wind direction. The predictionsof the theory are comparedwith observationsmade in Britain
and in the United States.If the wind continuesto blow, the high-frequencycomponentsrapidly
attain a state of saturation, determined by the stability of the air-water interface. The form of
the spectra can be determined simply on dimensionalgrounds,and the predictionsagree well
with a number of observationsunder widely differing conditions.

1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is
to presentsomeof the physicalideasthat have
emergedin the last few years concerningthe
problem of the generationof oceanwaves.This
problem is complex,and a number of different
mechanismsare involved whoseinterplay is responsiblefor the statisticalpropertiesobserved

tween

the surface wave

modes and the con-

veered surface pressurefluctuationsassociated
with the turbulent wind blowingover the water.
The secondis the gradual instability causedby
the air flow over a surface already disturbed.
The existence of the resonance mechanism as

an important factor in the generationof ocean
in the random wave field of the oceans. We seek
waves was advanced by Phillips [1957]. The
here to describe these mechanisms and their inwind is, in nature, invariably turbulent, and the
terrelations as far as they are known, using atmospheric turbulence results in a random
mainly a descriptive physical approach. Most pressuredistribution on the water surface that
of the detailed analyses have been published is convectedby the mean flow and at the same
elsewhere,and referencesto them will be given, time is continually evolving as the turbulent
but this paper will have succeededin its aim if
eddiesabovethe water interact, grow, and dethe results of the analysis are made to seem cay. The responseof the water surfacedepends
plausibleand relevant to somepart of this in- on the magnitudeof thesepressurefluctuations
and also on the time scale of the fluctuations of
tricate process.
2. The mechanismsof wave generation. In
a givenwavenumber,or, roughly,the time over
generatinga wave field on the surf•,ceof an which the pressureand wave componentsreocean initially at rest, two simple mechanisms main coherentas they both move along. This
seem important. The first is the resonancebe- time scalemight be expectedto be a maximum
when the convectionvelocity U of the pressure
field is just equal to the phasevelocity c of free
• Based on a paper presented at the International
Symposium on Fundamental Problems in Turbulence and Their Relation to Geophysicssponsored
by the International Union of Geodesy and Geophysics and the International Union of Theoretical

and Applied Mechanics, held September 4-9, 1961,
in Marseilles, France.

surface waves of the same wave number. Under

these conditions,the forcing pressuredisturbance remains'in step' with the forcedwave motion for the longesttime, until the interaction
amongthe turbulent eddiesmodifiesthe surface
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pressure distribution. For wave components
traveling at an angle a to the wind, it is the
componentof the wind speedU in the direction
of wave propagationthat is relevant, so that
the condition for resonance is

c-

U cosa

(1)

and, if this is satisfied,the energy transfer from
wind to waves is operating by this mechanism
under optimum conditions.If this were the only
way that the waves gained energy, we might
expect directional maxima for a particular fre-

quencyat angles•-cos-•(c/U) to the wind.
Within a few months of the publication of
this paper, an entirely different investigation
by Miles [1957] showedthat, if an air stream
with a prescribedvelocity profile blows over a
water surface,any small disturbanceis dynamically unstable but the amplification rate is very
slow. This result is in someways reminiscentof
some early considerationsof Jeffreys [1924], in
which he suggestedthat the magnitude of the
surface pressure variation induced by wind
blowing over a wavy surface (or rather the
componentin phase with the normal velocity,
which does work on the surface) could be expressed in terms of a 'sheltering coefficient.'
Although the details of the air-flow patterns
visualizeddiffer in the two cases(Miles' analysis
is a small perturbation theory and does not
envisage actual flow separation at the wave
crests), the instability theory is equivalent to a
calculationof the shelteringcoefficientfor small
wave slopes.The amplification factor in Miles'
theory depends on the shape of the velocity
profilenear the heightat whichthe wind velocity
is equal to the phase velocity c of the waves.
At this height, Miles finds a critical layer where
the energy is extracted from the wind and
transferred

downwards

to the water.

The rate

of energy input to the waves is proportionalto
the wind profile curvature at this critical layer.
For relatively slowly moving waves, this critical
layer is close to the surface where the profile
curvature is large, so that the rate of energy
input to the waves is correspondinglylarge.
However, when c • U, (where U is the wind
speedas usually measuredseveral meters above
the surface,or about 9 timesthe frictionvelocity),
the critical layer is now severalmetersabovethe
surface where the curvature of the profile is
small, so that the rate of energy transfer is

correspondinglysmall. It seemsthen, that the
instability is a very effective mechanismin the
growth of the shorter wavelengthsof the wave
field but lessso for the longer, faster waves.
As in all linearized instability theories, the
rate of growth is proportionalto the magnitude
of the disturbancealready present, so that the
wave height is an exponential function of time.
In other words, if the initial wave field is very
small, so is the rate of growth, but it increases
more rapidly as time goes on. On the other
hand, the resonancemechanismis independent
of the waves already existing, and provides a
linear rate of growth of wave energy. On a
priori grounds,then, it seemslikely that, if the
wind begins to blow over an initially calm sea,
then, for the componentsfor which c (( U, the
initial rate of growth will be linear (from resonancewith the atmosphericpressurefluctuations)
until the waves become large enough for the
instability to take hold. After this the rate of
growth will rapidly becomelarger, so that, in
this sense,the resonancemechanismmay provide
a trigger for settingoff the instability.
However, when c •
U, that is, for waves
traveling at about the same speedas the wind,
the instability is never very effective,sincethe
amplificationrate is so slow, whereasthe resonance mechanismis operating at its best. Any
wave componentsobservedat these frequencies

(co-- g/c •

g/U) are thereforepresumably
the

result of the latter mechanism.

Recently, Miles [1960] has given the combined effect analytical form, and in a simple
analysisincorporatingboth mechanisms
hasverified the above expectations.The time history
of a typical Fourier component of the wave
spectrum, as given by this analysis,showsa
linear rate of growth for small times followed
by a more rapid growth at large t. An interesting result from the analysisis that, if the
wavesstart from rest, then, for given frequency
and wind properties,the time elapseduntil the
transitionbetweenresonantand unstablegrowth
is independentof the magnitude of the atmosß

,

ß

pheric pressurefluctuations.Of coursethe amplitude of the wave motion is proportionalto
the pressure fluctuations,but the transition
time is a function only of the shape of the velocity profile and U cosa/c. This result is perhapsa little surprisingat first but can be viewed
in the followinglight. If we increasethe magni-
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tudeof the pressure
fluctuations,
keepingall else
the same,the wavesgrowmorerapidlyby the
resonance
mechanism.
However,this providesa
betterstartfor the instability,sothat its effects
are enhanced at the same time. It therefore does

not seem implausiblethat the interval of time

after the start of the motionuntil the instability
catches
up shouldbe independent
of the magnitude of the pressurefluctuations,
sincevariations in these do not favor either mechanism
over the other.

The importanceof this resultis that it enables
us to calculate the transition

duration

as a

functionof c/U for a -- 0 in termsof the prop-
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duration tt dependsvery sensitivelyon c/U;
whenc/U changes
from0.2 to 0.8, tt changes
by
several decades.When c • U, the transition
duration is very large indeed, greater, in fact,
than values usually found in the ocean. The
second point is that the curve is calculated
assuminginitial conditionsof rest. If the atmospheric pressurefluctuationsare small, as present
indicationssuggest[Longuet-Higgins,
Cartwright,
and Smith, 1961], the initial rate of growth is
small, so that a wave disturbance already
existing when the wind begins to blow may
decrease
the time requiredfor transition,perhaps
considerably.In practice, then, the transition
duration would be expectedto be not greater
than as shownin Figure 1.

ertiesof the wind profileand without reference
to the atmospheric
pressure
fluctuations,
about
whichour informationis slight.The calculations This is approximatelywherethis part of the
are given elsewhere[Phillips, 1961], but the theory stands at the moment. Clearly, there
resultsare shownin Figure1. Suppose
we choose are a number of important questionsoutstandthat the presa particular frequency of the wave field (a ing. Miles' [1960] theory assumes
by the surfaceare simply the
particular value of c/U). At first the wave suresexperienced

growth is under the action of the resonance sum of those associatedwith the atmospheric
mechanism,but as time goeson the transition turbulence and the air flow over the wavy sur-

duration is reachedand the growth becomes face. How true is this? What interaction effect
exponential.We will refer to the experimental is there in the air stream? Is the velocity propoints later. Two aspectsof this curve are file over water really logarithmic, as Miles
worth noting. The first is that the transition

assumes?(See recent comments by Stewart
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Fig. 1. The transitioncurvefor the changefrom resonantwavegrowthto unstablewave
growth,in a fetch-limitedsituation(wavesdevelopingfrom a shoreline). in the durationlimitedcase,with an infiniteseainitiallyat rest,the abscissa
represents
(4•r)-x (o•,t,) or half

the numberof waveperiods
overwhichthe windhasbeenblowing.
The experimental
points
all refer to fetch-limitedcases.Pierson's
valuesare from an unpublished
communication
on
wind-generated waves in a wind-tunnel tank.
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[1961].) Another point is that, when the transition duration is attained, the wave amplitudes
may already be so large that the amplification
factor calculatedassuminginfinitesimalamplitude disturbances
may be in seriouserror. There
may even be boundary-layerseparationand an
air flow rather closerto that envisagedby Jeffreys. In spite of these questions,however, we
will seein section4 that a numberof predictions
of the theory as it has been developedso far
are borne out experimentally,so that it is likely
that the simplifyingassumptionshave not lost
too much of the complexphysicalreality.
3. The equilibriumrange. The wave growth
as describedin the previoussectionclearly cannot proceedindefinitely.Sooneror later, if the
wind continuesto blow, the waves may attain
a state of saturation over at least part of the

This processis discussed
by Phillips [1958].
In the limitingequilibrium(or saturated)state,
the form of the wave spectrummust be determined by the physicalparametersinvolved in
the gravitationalstability of the free surface,
that is, g and the frequency• or wave number
k. Thus, on dimensionalgroundsthe frequency
spectrum

ß(w)
-

5(t)5(t-[•-)e
i• d•' (2)

= /•g•'co
-•
where• is the surfacedisplacement
and fi is a
dimensionless
constant.Similarly, the two-dimensionalwave-numberspectrum

+

spectrum.

Now, what physicalprocesslimits the wave
growth? Fairly evidently, it is the formation
of whitecaps,or white horses.In more analytical
terms,it is the gravitationalstability of the surface: the particle accelerationscannotexceedg,
the accelerationdue to gravity. If there is a local excessof energy, the waves break forming
whitecaps,and the energyis lost from the wave
systemto turbulencein the water.

ßexp(ik.r) dr
c• k-4

Over the last few years there has beengood
experimentalsupport for the relations (2) and
(3). Figure 2 showssome of the earliest results

by Burling [1955] taken on Stainesreservoir,
Middlesex. The same relation, with the same

value for •, has beenfound in the openocean
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Fig. 2. Spectra of wind-generated waves measured by Burling [1955]. The clu•er of lines
on the left represents the spectra •t low frequencies, for which s•turafion h• not been attained. On the right the curves merge over the equilibrium range, •nd the broken lines indicate the extreme measured v•lues of •(•) •t e•ch frequency •. The cros• represent the mean
observedv•lue •t e•ch •, and the heavy line the relation •(•) : •f•-• with •:
7.4 X 10-•.
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as a result of the Stereo-Wave ObservationProject [1957] and by the National Institute of
Oceanographygroup [Longuet-Higgins, Cartwright, and Smith, 1961]. Other small-scaleexperimentsare those of Cox [1958] and the extensive observationsof Hicks [1961].
In summary, then, it appears that the rela-

tions (2) and (3) provide upper limit asymptotes to the wave growth; that the amplitude
increases with time as described in section 2 un-

til this upper limit is approximatelyattained,
when further growth is inhibited. More accurately, the energy input from the waves is balanced by lossesthrough wave breaking, and
also, to some extent, by the nonlinear energy
transfer mechanismdescribedby Hasselmann

IN GEOPHYSICS
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transition frequencies,calculated theoretically.
The results are shown in Figure 1, and it is
striking that most of the experimentalpoints
lie on or to the left of the calculatedcurve,supporting our expectation that the transition occurs not later

than the theoretical

value. For

very small values of c/U, the calculated curve
is quite sensitiveto small changesin the wind
velocityprofile,and the apparentagreementhere

betweenthe theoryand experimentis partly fortuitous, since the velocity profile in Pierson's
observations was not measured.

This comparisonis promising,but hardly
convincing,sincewe are forced to attribute the
premature transition to a more rapid rate of
growth to the existenceof an initial wave state

[1962].

of low energy,which,thoughundoubtedlypres-

4. Observationalimplications. Let us consider briefly the implications of these theories
to the observationof oceanwaves,to what extent the predictionsare borne out by present
measurements,
and what new observations
might
be made to provide further tests and further
insight.
We will return for a moment to the generation process.It has frequently been noticedthat
a most striking property of the frequencyspectrum ß (o•) is the steepforward face as the spectrum risesquite abruptly from a fairly low level

ent, was not measured.However, we can make
a further predictionthat shouldprovidea more
critical test of the interplay between the two
mechanismsenvisagedin the theory. This con-

almost to the saturation

value. If

we observe

the wave spectrum at later and later times in
the samewind field, the frequencyof the steep
forward face decreases.To put the same thing
another way, if we look at a particular frequencyin each of our records,then at a short
wind duration, the energy content is quite low
until suddenlyit shootsup as the steep forward
face moves past our observationfrequencyto
lower values.Now this is just the behavior predicted by the theory, with its initial slow rate
of growth under the influence of the resonance
mechanismuntil the instability is triggered off
and the rate of growth increasesrapidly. It
makes almost inevitable

an identification

be-

cerns the directional distribution of the wave

componentsat frequenciesnear the frequencies
of the spectralmaximum,whenc • U. According to the theory, the transition occursfor a
givenfrequencyfirst for the components
traveling in the directionof the wind, so that the observedfrequencyof the steep forward face of
the spectrum •(•)
is strictly the transition
frequencyfor components
travelingin the wind
direction.Components
with the samefrequency

b•t travelingat an angleto the windwill not
yet have undergonetransition, so that the directional distribution of frequencycomponents
near the spectralpeak shouldbe strongly oriented toward the wind direction.At a slightly
higher frequency,transition will have occurred
over a range of angles,and the directionaldistribution

should be much broader. Some of the

results of Lo•guet-Higgins, Cartwright, and
Smith [1961] suggestthat this is so, as do
casual observationsat very short fetch and
duration,but definitivemeasurements
have yet
to be made.

tween the frequency at which the steep forIf the fetch and duration are large, an apward face of the spectrumis found at a par- preciable part of the wave energy may be
ticular duration and the frequencyundergoing containedby componentstraveling at about the
transition in the sense that we have described.
same speedas the wind, i.e., for which c • U.
As a first test of this conclusion,a number As we have seen, the instability mechanismis
of observationalspectrawere examinedby Phil- ineffectiveunder these conditions,so that these
lips and Katz [1961], and the frequenciesof wave componentshave presumably acquired
the steep forward faceswere comparedwith the their energy by the resonancemechanism an•

0.
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face at frequency•0m,say, and the equilibrium
•o • •0m,suggestthat we
angles-q-cos-•(c/U)to the wind. Figure3 shows rangeover frequencies
;some results from the Stereo-Wave Observation can reasonablyapproximatethe spectrumby
Project [1957] that are relevant here. Each
ß
= o
histogramgives the directionaldistribution of
wave energy for a given frequency,and the
should

therefore

show directional

maxima

at

black arrows show where maxima are expected
so that the mean square surfacedisplacement
theoretically.A disadvantageof these observations is that the meteorologicalconditionswere
not well defined and there are some uncertainties

=

in the wind field in the generatingarea. However,
the bimodal distribution is quite striking and is
in accord with our theoretical expectations.

= 2•g•

Further

evidence for the existence of directional

maxima when c •
U is afforded again by
Longuet-Higgins,
Cartwright,and Smith [1961]in
their experimentson a pitch-and-rollbuoy.
Finally, the existenceof the steep forward

_

-

1

2

•g•.,

•
f••-d•
-4

where•, the frequencyof the steepforward
face,is very nearly equalto the frequencyof
the spectralpeak, or the dominantfrequency

002

0.01

o

o
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Fig. 3. Sectionsof the wave spectrai(k) -- i(k, a) (in polar coordinates)for iixed wave
numbers k, observedin the Stereo-WaveObservationProject. The wavelengths,in meters,
associatedwith each sectionare: (a) X -- 118, (b) X - 100, (c) X -- 73, (d) X -- 64, (e) X -- 56,
(f) X = 49, (g) X -- 44.
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of the wave field. A relation of this kind was

discoveredempirically by Hicks [1961] in his

observations
of wind waveson a pond.
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